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To design and build a working prototype that locates leaks in underwater lining applications such as residential swimming pools and frack ponds. The device will detect
the acoustic vibrations of the leak with a hydrophone and display the proximity to the leak with an LED display through the use of ﬁltering and ampliﬁcation circuits.

Background
A colleague came to a student for advice on ways to locate leaks in pools. After suggesting currently used above water technology for pool leak detection, it was discovered by the student that a hand-held unit was needed. After attempting to ﬁnd a unit that could satisfy his needs it was realized that nothing like it exists, especially on a
consumer-aﬀordable level. The student sought an opportunity to develop a similar technology for the detection of pool leaks built for the average consumer.

Concept Selection

In our initial ideation we focused on two designs, a “gun” style and a
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- An ampliﬁer, low-pass ﬁlter, AC/DC converter
and LED driver receive and alter the signal.

“ﬂashlight” style. We chose the “ﬂashlight” style in our reﬁned concept
based on ergonomic functionality derived from anthropometric data.
Concept 1

Chosen Concept

PCB Board

- The newly ﬁltered and ampliﬁed signal is then
sent through the LED driver to the ten LEDs.
-Depending on the strength of the signal being
sent to the LEDs, a corresponding number of LEDs
will be illuminated.

Concept 2
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Feasibility Testing

Under all cases, leaks were not only able to be heard using our
hydrophone, but all size leaks were conﬁned to a 1 kHz to 6 kHz
frequency band. Excerpts from the data collected are shown
above as FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) MATLAB plots.
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Results/Conclusions

- Use of a hydrophone is a successful tool to locate a leak
- Recorded accurate audible data from leaks of variable
sizes and distances
- Leaks are conﬁned to 1 kHz-6 kHz frequency band
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